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gone up. The same number of donors are 
registering, but a significant proportion 
are now creating a single pregnancy for 
someone they know.’

There has also been a rise in same-sex 
couples having children. 

The Human Fertilisation and Embryol-
ogy Authority insists that the number of 
donors has barely altered since 2005, but 

there seems to be an acknowledgment 
that the shortage of sperm and egg 

donors has reached crisis point. In 
January, it launched a three-month 
public consultation to explore how 
to improve the situation.

Dr Allan Pacey, senior lecturer 
in andrology at the University of 
Sheffield, says: ‘In some areas of 
the country, the wait for a sperm 
donor can be as long as two 
years, and there is no choice of 
donors to pick from; you have to 
take what you’re offered.’

Professor Lorraine Culley, of 
De Montfort University in 
Leicester, studied 41 cases of 
women going abroad in a report 
about to be published by the 
Economic and Social Research 
Council. 

‘The main drive for them was 
the shortage of donors in the UK 
combined with the cost of treat-
ment here,’ she says. 
‘Funding cuts in primary care 

trusts are also having an impact, 
with some suspending IVF 
treatment.’
Denmark — population just 5.5 mil-

lion in contrast to Britain’s 60 million 
— is widely accepted to be the ‘sperm 
capital’ of Europe.
Laura Witjens, chair of the National 

Gamete Donation Trust, which cam-
paigns in Britain to increase the number of 
sperm, egg and embryo donors, explains 
her theory why: ‘The sperm banks in Den-
mark are much more professionally run 
than here. Also, I think we live in a soci-
ety that’s less inclined to share, whereas 
the Danish are not so uptight.’

In Denmark, the rules on sperm donation 
are more flexible than the UK. Donors can 
choose to be identifiable or anonymous, 
with 80 per cent choosing to remain secret.  

Jessica decided to pick an anonymous 
donor. ‘The anonymity issue was the one 
thing that concerned me,’ she says. ‘I read 
a lot of psychological research papers for 
donor-conceived people. The constant 
theme which caused distress was being 
lied to, or having their feelings denied.

‘Most research says the best approach 
is to be honest from when your child asks 
about who their dad is. I don’t know what 
I’ll say, but I’ll find a form of words.

‘And I’m planning to set up an official 
group so Freya gets to meet as many 
 children like her as possible. The clinic 
also holds an annual party for children 
born through them, which I plan to take 
her along to as she grows up. 

These days, the definition of family is so 
very different from previous generations. 
One in two marriages end in divorce, and 
there are more gay families and families 
with stepchildren. 

‘If I meet someone and I fall in love then 
so be it, but I am not concerned about 
being a single parent,’ says Jessica.

Her parents, John and Margaret, a 
former child psychologist, are support-
ive. The retired couple, both 64, are even 
buying a house near Jessica so they can 
be hands-on grandparents. ‘My parents 
have two grandchildren so far and they 
are desperate for more,’ she says.

And would she like to have another 
child? ‘I have been thinking about it 
more and more. I’ll see how things go. 
But if I did, I would use the same sperm 
donor again as it makes sense for Freya 
to have a sibling exactly like her.’
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her to this point. And Jessica, who has a 
brother and three sisters, feels confident 
she has made the right choice for her.

‘I don’t have a single regret. I have 
loved being pregnant and I am looking 
forward to meeting my daughter. 

‘In my early to mid-20s, I knew I wanted 
children. By my late 20s, I was in a 
 relationship and I thought I would get 
 married and have them the usual way. But 
the relationship didn’t work out. It would 
have been nice to have met someone to 
share my life with, but it hasn’t happened. 

‘Some of my friends have rushed into 
having children with a man they weren’t 
sure about, and things haven’t worked 
out. I wouldn’t want to do that. 

‘I always saw 40 as my fertility cut-off 
point. But when I turned 35, I read a raft 
of articles about a woman’s fertility 
 dropping sharply from 35.

‘There was no major desperation that 
gripped me. It was a growing feeling that 
I knew I wanted a child.

‘One of my younger sisters has been 

trying for a child for two years and I felt I 
needed to start trying earlier rather than 
later, in case I had fertility problems. 

‘Some time back, a gay friend offered to 
be a donor, but I decided against it 
because I thought it may cause compli-
cations. So, after years of thinking 
about it, the idea of going to 
 Denmark just felt right.’

The head of the world’s biggest 
sperm bank, one of 15 private clinics 
in Denmark, says the number of 
women travelling to the country for 
treatment has soared. 

Cryos International, based in 
Aarhus, was set up in 1987, has 427 
donors on its books and supplies 
sperm to 65 countries. Half of all 
women who have treatment in Den-
mark have come from abroad.

‘We have a lot more donors than in the 
UK where there is a real shortage, 
thanks to the laws being changed on 
anonymity,’ says Ole Schou, its manag-
ing director and founder. ‘Treatment is 

also up to ten times cheaper in Den-
mark, even with the travel costs thanks 
to low-cost airlines.’ 

Also, in the UK, rules state that a single 
donor can produce a maximum of ten 
pregnancies and subsequent children for 

those families, while in Denmark a 
donor can be used for 25 pregnancies. 

Mr Schou believes the compensa-
tion scheme in the UK is also 
 complicated and puts off donors. 
Presently, centres may only pay 
donors their ‘reasonable expenses’. 

And in April 2005, anonymity for 
donors in the UK was removed, 
meaning donor-conceived chil-

dren can now find out the identity 
of their father when they turn 18. 
‘Before that, there were about 2,000 

donors in the UK but that number has 
fallen dramatically,’ says Mr Schou.
Dr Gillian Lockwood, medical director 

of Midland Fertility Services, a private 
clinic in Aldridge, near Walsall, says: 
Donors have gone down and demand has 

Why I’m 
happy to tell 
my child I 
don’t know 
who her 
father is...

Mother-to-be: Jessica McCallin 
paid £460 for the treatment at a 
sperm donor bank in Denmark
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